
Text Classification I
Topic Models and Naive Bayes



Document-term Matrix



Document-Term Matrix

● Bag-of-Words (TF-IDF):  Document-Term  Matrix

car road gas

truck road

car

gas oil

gas

oil

Toy Corpus:Six Doc.



Document-term Matrix

● The shape of C matrix is n by m

● m is vocab. size

● n is number of documents

● High-dimensionality, Sparse



Just Counting No Semantic

Cosine 
Similarity is zero



Feature Selection

● Based on measures such as mutual information, keep the top 
ranked K features.   choose a subset of the features

Still Sparse and discard lots of information 



● News features will be learned by combining old features

● This is:                     and d < m

● Algorithms:
○ PCA
○ NMF
○ Auto-encoder
○ T-sNE
○ Kernel PCA
○ Manifold  learning
○ ….

Dimensionality Reduction

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/dim
ensionality-reduction/



Linear vs Nonlinear 

Manifold Learning (From Quora)PCA



Linear Projection for Term Document Matrix

Term

Document- 
“Topic” 
Matrix

Doc.

Topic

n by m m by d
what is the shape?

Doc.

Projection 
Matrix



How to find project matrix

● It is also called matrix decomposition in linear algebra

● Latent Semantic Analysis: SVD

● Non-negative Matrix Factorization 

● …..



Full SVD

from wiki

How about m < n?



Reduced SVD

https://csiu.github.io/blog/update/2017/04/16/day51.html

● SVD decomposes the matrix ( n by m matrix) into 3 parts               
○      is a matrix of size  n by r
○      is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are known as the singular values and the 

size is r by r
○      is a matrix of size of r by m     
○ r is the rank of the matrix, which is usually the min value of m and n

doc.

term.

https://csiu.github.io/blog/update/2017/04/16/day51.html


Look at the previous example

representation 
of termsrepresentation 

of documents
importance of the semantic 
dimensions



New Representation for Documents

representation 
of documents

importance of the semantic 
dimensions final representation of 

documents

Vectors for documents are dense in the new 
learned topic space. However, the similarity 
between doc4 and doc5 are still tiny



Projection Matrix is V

V

Topic 1 = -0.44 * car - 0.70 * gas - 0.26 * oil - 0.47 * road - 0.13 * truck

Each topic is regarded as the linear combination of words 

projection matrix



For a new document

V

Sparse Dense



How to reduce dimensionality

Abandon unimportant topics  



Reduce Dimensionality

● Each singular value in     tells us how important its dimension is. 
 

● By setting less important dimensions to zero, we keep the 
important information, but get rid of the details

● The details may
○ be noise - in that case, reduced LSI is better representation because it is less 

noisy
○ make things dissimilar that should be similar - again, the reduced LSI 

representation is a better representation because it represents similarity better.



Truncated SVD

● Zeroing out but these two largest singular values



New Representation for Documents in 2 dimensions

representation 
of documents

importance of the semantic 
dimensions The new feature space is 

2  

Now, we can compute the similarity for doc 
4 and doc 5



For a new document

=V[:,0:d]

Here, d is less than the original matrix rank. 



Why we use LSA as text vectors

● LSA try to capture semantic information (talk about the same topic)
○ do not need documents use same words
○ project doc in a reduced vector space

● Try to addresses the linguistic characteristic: synonymy and 
semantic relatedness. 



How LSA addresses synonymy and semantic 
relatedness

● The dimensionality reduction forces us to ignore a lot of details.
● We try to map different words (original vector space) to the same 

dimension in the reduced space.
● The “cost” of mapping synonyms to the same dimensions is much 

less than the cost of collapsing unrelated words.
● SVD selects the “least costly” mapping. (Eckart-Young theorem)



Implementation 

● Given a corpus, get the document-term matrix
● Compute SVD of the matrix
● The original corpus are represented in the reduced space (dim is d):

● The new documents can be firstly transformed in the original vector 
space

● Map them into the reduced space



Other approaches for document representation

● Other Matrix Decomposition methods:
○ NMF

● Probabilistic Model:
○ Topic Model: Latent Dirichlet Allocation

● Deep learning based Model:
○ RNN, CNN



Naive Bayes



Pre Study





Basics of Probability

●  :     : probability that 𝐴 happens

●           : probability that 𝐴 happens, given that 𝐵 happens (conditional probability)

● Some rules:

○ Complement: 

○ Disjunction:

○ Conjunction: 

○ If 𝐴 and 𝐵 are independent, 

○ Total probability: 



Conditional Probability

● If:  the patient has symptom of toothache

● Then: conclude cavity with probability 𝑃
● where 𝑃 is the following conditional probability

P(cavity|toothache)

● To compute p(cavity|toothache), we can compute 

p(cavity ∧ toothache) / p(cavity)



Density Estimation
● Density Estimation task

○ To construct an estimate of an unobservable underling probability density function, based on 

some observed data

● Data
○ Data sample x drawn i.i.d (independent identically distributed) from set X according to some 

distribution d,

● Problem
○ To find a distribution p out of a set P that best estimates the true distribution d



Argmax/Argmin

argmax stands for the argument of the maximum, that is to say, the set of points of the given argument for 
which the given function attains its maximum value.



Maximum-Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
● Likelihood: probability of observing sample under distribution d, which, given 

the independence assumption is 

● MLE Principle: select a distribution maximizing the sample probability

Likelihood

Log-Likelihood



Maximum-Likelihood Estimation (MLE)
● Given training data D, MLE is to find the best hypothesis h that maximizes the 

likelihood of the training data 

● What if you have some ideas about your hypothesis/parameters?



Example: Gaussian Distribution
● Task: find the most likely Gaussian distribution, given sequence of m 

real-valued observations:  3.23, 1.23, 0.55, 1.23, ….

● Normal distribution

● Log-likelihood: 

● Solution (estimate mean and stand dev):



Bayes Theorem



Bayes’ Rule
● By definition of conditional probability: 

○ P(h): prior probability of hypothesis h
○ P(h|D): posterior probability of h given evidence D
○ P(D|h): likelihood of D given h
○ P(D): prior probability of evidence D 

Reverse Probability



Prior Beliefs of 
“Pandas”

Likelihood (Zoo 
Tour)

Posterior Beliefs of 
“Pandas”



Example: H6751 Student Model

● Given:
○ The faculty knows that taking H6751 causes that you stay in library 80% of the time
○ Prior probability of any student taking H6751 is 1/100
○ Prior probability of any student staying in library is 1/10

● If a student stay in the library, what is the probability he/she took the H6751?
○ D(Evidence) -  Stay in Library     h(hypothesis) - Taking H6751



Evolution of Posterior Probabilities



Evolution of Posterior Probabilities



Evolution of Posterior Probabilities



Maximum A Posteriori
Find the most probable hypothesis given the training data (Maximum A Posteriori 
hypothesis Hmap)



MAP vs MLE
● MLE: Finding a hypothesis h that maximizes the likelihood of the training data

● MAP: Finding a hypothesis h that maximizes the posterior probability given 
the training data

● When will MLE and MAP give the same results? 



Classification Using Bayes Rule

Given multiple attribute values                                   , what is the most probable value of the target variable?

Problem: too much data needed to estimate 𝑝(𝑑1,𝑑2,…,𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖) when n is large

Curse of Dimensionality

features



Naïve Bayes Classifier

● Hard to estimate               for high dimensional data
 

● Conditional Independence assumption
○ All attributes are conditionally independent
○ assumption often violated in practice
○ even then, it usually works well

● Successful application: classification of text documents, Diagnosis



Conditional Independence
● 𝑝(𝑑1,𝑑2,…,𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖) = 𝑝(𝑑1|ℎ𝑖) ×𝑝(𝑑2|ℎ𝑖,𝑑1) ×𝑝(𝑑3|ℎ𝑖,𝑑1,𝑑2) × … × 𝑝(𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖,𝑑1,𝑑2,…,𝑑𝑛−1)

● Naïve Bayes (conditionally independence) assumption : attributes are 
independent, given the class

○ 𝑝(𝑑2|ℎ𝑖,𝑑1)=𝑝(𝑑2|ℎ𝑖)
○ 𝑝(𝑑3|ℎ𝑖,𝑑1,𝑑2)=𝑝(𝑑3|ℎ𝑖)

…,   
○ 𝑝(𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖,𝑑1,𝑑2,…,𝑑𝑛−1)=𝑝(𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖)
○ 𝑝(𝑑1,𝑑2,…,𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖)=𝑝(𝑑1|ℎ𝑖)*𝑝(𝑑2|ℎ𝑖)...𝑝(𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖)



Naïve Bayes Classifier
Based on Bayes’ rule + assumption of conditional independence



Text Classification using 
Naive Bayes



Text Classification

● Given text of newsgroup article, guess which newsgroup it is taken from.
● Naïve Bayes turns out to work well on this application.
● Key issue : how do we represent examples? what are the attributes?



Text Classification

● Class ℎ𝑗: Binary classification (+/−) or multiple classes possible 𝐻 (𝑗 = 1,2, …,𝑘)

● How about attributes?



Example
● 1000 training documents that someone has 700 classified as “dislikes” (h0) 

and 300 classified as “likes” (h1).
● Suppose document 1 is “This is a very interesting document”

       𝑝(𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒)=300/1000=0.3

       𝑝(𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒)=1−𝑝(𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒)=0.7

● How to estimate p(di|hj)?



Parameter Estimation
● Learning by Maximum Likelihood Estimate

○ Simply count the frequencies in the data

○ Create a mega-document for class hj by concatenating all the docs in this class
○ Compute the frequency of the word w in the mega-document

The count of total words in the mega-doc

The count of the specific word di=w in the 
mega-doc



New Word Problem
● What if some words do not exit a certain category: h

● The predicted likelihood will be zero

𝑝(𝑑|ℎ𝑖) =  𝑝(𝑑1|ℎ𝑖)*𝑝(𝑑2|ℎ𝑖)...𝑝(𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖)   = 𝑝(𝑑1|ℎ𝑖)*𝑝(𝑑2|ℎ𝑖)...*0*𝑝(𝑑𝑛|ℎ𝑖)  = 0

How to Solve it?



Additive Smoothing
smoothing parameter

Vocab. Size

● A weighted estimation of 
○ Relative frequency:
○ Uniform probability: 




